Introducing Pancakelock
Pancakelock is an autonomous, frictionless, and decentralized application
that aims to bring greater security and legality of operations to the
applications built on Binance Smart Chain protocol. T he Pancakelock will
utilize the BSC to create a full-stack liquidity lock system that allows
developers and token holders and to lock their BEP 20 tokens and
Liquidity tokens in a smart contract vault and earn $PLOCK token for
using the platform.

Creating a #SAFU atmosphere for the BSC Community.

Core Products and Services
W hat the Pancakelock Protocol core
development team is working on.

NFT

Liquidity pool locker

Team Token Vesting

NFT-infused Staking

T he Pancakelock Protocol
solves the issue of
Pancakeswap exit scamming by
using standardized noncustodial smart contracts that
locks liquidity.

T he pancakelock smartcontracts will allows founders
to create a vesting schedule for
team members with speciﬁed
dates.

A set of stake-able NFTs will be
offered for purchase in
Pancakelock's upcoming public
sale in the Q2 of 2021. By
staking the NFT on Pancakelock,
liquidity providers will be able
to enjoy bigger farming
multiplier rewards from the fees
generated on the platform.

Our Product Sneak Peek
Our team has come up with a unique engineering and
implementation design. We have been actively building this product,
and are planning to fund and launch it on Binance Smart Chain.
Conﬁgure Lock

Token Overview

Lock Amount

PLOCK - WBNB

0

0x90954df25b90836e782c3eb56a4713fb0e61c902
Unclock day

May,22 2021

BSCScan

Pancakeswap

Days

90

Available Tokens

Binance

99.99% LOCKED
25.490.00

Fee = 0% (No Fee)

Approve Lock

Lock CAKE-V2

Total LP tokens

Total locked LP tokens

18784.38

18781.8157

Value

Unlock date

18781.8157 LP Tokens

05:30, 1st of Mar 2121

One of the most important aspects of our product is making the UI/
UX smooth, simple to use, and visually appealing.

Pancakelock Tokenomics

Pancakelock Token Sale
The IDO for Pancakelock token (PLOCK) will made in two rounds prior to the listing on
On Pancakeswap. Substantial marketing activities (AMA’s, Inﬂuencer marketing and
more) will take place directly before the listing.

Private Sale

Public Round

Private Sale Price: 11,500 PLOCK per BNB

Public Sale Price: 6,400 PLOCK per BNB

Tokens per Round: 2,300,000 PLOCK

Tokens per Round: 3,200,000 PLOCK

Min Allocation Cap per Wallet: 1 BNB

Min Allocation Cap per Wallet: 0.01 BNB:

Max Allocation Cap per Wallet: 4 BNB

Max Allocation Cap per Wallet: 3 BNB

Unsold Token: Burn

Unsold Token: Burn

SOFT CAP: 50 BNB

SOFT CAP: 100 BNB

HARD CAP: 200 BNB

HARD CAP: 500 BNB

Pancakeswap Listing: 3,000,000 PLOCK and 100% of funds raised from Public Sales will
be used to lock liquidity on Pancakeswap.

The Pancakelock Team
The Pancakelock team isn’t fully
anonymous, it is made up of a group of
developers, ﬁnancial professionals and
community managers who run as an
anonymous DAO team. There are
about 4 team members working with
us, half of them are based in the Bay
Area. Our CTO has a background from
different blockchain foundation as well
as full stack. So we have a very strong
tech team to deliver our product.

KYC information: We have completed KYC with ASSSURE DEFI

Pancakelock Roadmap

Pancakelock Ultimate Goal

Our ultimate goal is to bring more peace of mind to
the Binance Smart Ecosystem so that investors can
feel more conﬁdent in adopting the DEFI technology
for the future without the fear of being Rug Pulled.

Links
Website: http: //pancakelock.ﬁnance
Twitter: https: //https: //twitter.com/pancakelock
Telegram Chat: https: //t.me/Pancakelock
Telegram Announcements: https: //t.me/Pancakelocknews
Meduim: https: //pancakelock.medium.com

Pancakelock Team

